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The cradle borderlands 2
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Cradle As a legendary standard shield produced by Tediore in Borderlands 2 and Borderlands: Pre-Sequel in Borderlands 2, the crib will be randomly obtained from a proper robbery source, but there is an increased chance to be dropped from Henry, located in the Highlands.In: Pre-Sequel, the crib will
be randomly obtained from any appropriate robbery source, special shield effect ... to the grave - When exhausted, the shield is tossed in a similar fashion with a Tediore weapon that will cause an explosion, but also unleash a nova bomb. Reduce capacity and increase charging The damage of Cradle's
nova is boosted by bomb damage bonuses, since Cradle's Nova can't scale properly, the Level 50 version handles only about 5,000 ~ damage, making it effective only in low-level mode. Trivia The Cradle's name and text comes from the words from cradle to tomb, which in this case refers to the
disposable side of the shield when it runs out. Cradle is one of four weapons and items in Borderlands 2 that will have a unique white flavor text, with the other three being Fibber, Mongol, and Unforgiven. The instead of the stretcher, the explosive proof variant is shown as a stretcher-proof bomb. When
the correct version should be an explosion-proof platform Deutsch Français Italiano Руссский Українська community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated Деяккціі функції Word відображаються Google Докентах Якщо ви зіманнн и налацтуваня цих цункіцй буде
скинуто.Докладнце The Cradle is a legendary weapon in Border 2 and the pre-sequel, this Tediore shield is a relatively low capacity, but the shield is quickly charged. After the shield is broken, it is thrown like a bomb, exploding with a nova exploding. Composition: Special weapon impact explosion: ...
To the grave. When the shield runs out, the shield is flooded in a similar way to other Tediore weapons that cause an explosion. How to get a stretcher?: Borderlands 2 You can get random stretchers from the right robbery sources, but there is an increased chance to drop from Henry, located in the
Borderlands Pre-Sequel Plateau. From Bosun in the fall of The Pity Borderlands 2 Legends Cradle Shield Place Guide How to Grind The Cradle?: You can use a grinder to create a cradle in the border before the sequel. While there is no guaranteed formula, you can combine 3 purple shields to get
random legendary shields. Note: The Level 50 platen deals about 5,000 damages, causing high-level enemies to fail. But the low-level dock will work well with low-level enemies. Cradle damage is boosted by bomb damage bonuses. Trivia: The name of the crib and the taste text come from the general
saying, from cradle to grave, which in this case refers to the disposable side of the shield when it is exhausted. Cradle is one of four weapons and items in Borderlands 2 that will contain a unique white flavor message, with the other three being Fibber, Mongol, and Unforgiven. Shield
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